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Business Intelligence: The Savvy Managers Guide, Second Edition, discusses
the objectives and practices for designing and deploying a business
intelligence (BI) program. It looks at the basics of a BI program, from the
value of information and the mechanics of planning for success to data
model infrastructure, data preparation, data analysis, integration,
knowledge discovery, and the actual use of discovered knowledge.
Organized into 21 chapters, this book begins with an overview of the kind of
knowledge that can be exposed and exploited through the use of BI. It then
proceeds with a discussion of information use in the context of how value is
created within an organization, how BI can improve the ways of doing
business, and organizational preparedness for exploiting the results of a BI
program. It also looks at some of the critical factors to be taken into
account in the planning and execution of a successful BI program. In
addition, the reader is introduced to considerations for developing the BI
roadmap, the platforms for analysis such as data warehouses, and the
concepts of business metadata. Other chapters focus on data preparation
and data discovery, the business rules approach, and data mining
techniques and predictive analytics. Finally, emerging technologies such as
text analytics and sentiment analysis are considered. This book will be
valuable to data management and BI professionals, including senior and
middle-level managers, Chief Information Officers and Chief Data Officers,
senior business executives and business staff members, database or
software engineers, and business analysts. Guides managers through
developing, administering, or simply understanding business intelligence
technology Keeps pace with the changes in best practices, tools, methods
and processes used to transform an organization’s data into actionable
knowledge Contains a handy, quick-reference to technologies and
terminology
Tips, techniques, and trends on how to use dashboard technology tooptimize
business performance Business performance management is a hot new
management disciplinethat delivers tremendous value when supported by
informationtechnology. Through case studies and industry research, this
bookshows how leading companies are using performance dashboards
toexecute strategy, optimize business processes, and improveperformance.
Wayne W. Eckerson (Hingham, MA) is the Director of Research for TheData
Warehousing Institute (TDWI), the leading association ofbusiness
intelligence and data warehousing professionals worldwidethat provide highquality, in-depth education, training, andresearch. He is a columnist for
SearchCIO.com, DM Review,Application Development Trends, the Business
Intelligence Journal,and TDWI Case Studies & Solution.
Master Data Management in PracticeAchieving True Customer MDMJohn
Wiley & Sons
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"Customers are the heart of any business. But we can't succeed if we
develop only one talk addressed to the 'average customer.' Instead we must
know each customer and build our individual engagements with that
knowledge. If Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is going to work,
it calls for skills in Customer Data Integration (CDI). This is the best book
that I have seen on the subject. Jill Dyché is to be complimented for her
thoroughness in interviewing executives and presenting CDI." -Philip
Kotler, S. C. Johnson Distinguished Professor of International Marketing
Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University "In this world of
killer competition, hanging on to existing customers is critical to survival.
Jill Dyché's new book makes that job a lot easier than it has been." -Jack
Trout, author, Differentiate or Die "Jill and Evan have not only written the
definitive work on Customer Data Integration, they've made the business
case for it. This book offers sound advice to business people in search of
innovative ways to bring data together about customers-their most
important asset-while at the same time giving IT some practical tips for
implementing CDI and MDM the right way." -Wayne Eckerson, The Data
Warehousing Institute author of Performance Dashboards: Measuring,
Monitoring, and Managing Your Business Whatever business you're in,
you're ultimately in the customer business. No matter what your product,
customers pay the bills. But the strategic importance of customer
relationships hasn't brought companies much closer to a single,
authoritative view of their customers. Written from both business and
technicalperspectives, Customer Data Integration shows companies how to
deliver an accurate, holistic, and long-term understanding of their
customers through CDI.
Managing Data in Motion
The Path of Least Resistance and Greatest Success
Master Data Management Mdm A Complete Guide - 2020 Edition
SAP Master Data Governance
The Practitioner's Guide to Data Quality Improvement
Measuring, Monitoring, and Managing Your Business
How to Learn Anything . . . Fast!
Data-governance programs focus on authority and accountability for the
management of data as a valued organizational asset. Data Governance
should not be about command-and-control, yet at times could become
invasive or threatening to the work, people and culture of an organization.
Non-Invasive Data Governance™ focuses on formalizing existing
accountability for the management of data and improving formal
communications, protection, and quality efforts through effective
stewarding of data resources. Non-Invasive Data Governance will provide
you with a complete set of tools to help you deliver a successful data
governance program. Learn how: • Steward responsibilities can be
identified and recognized, formalized, and engaged according to their
existing responsibility rather than being assigned or handed to people as
more work. • Governance of information can be applied to existing policies,
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standard operating procedures, practices, and methodologies, rather than
being introduced or emphasized as new processes or methods. • Governance
of information can support all data integration, risk management, business
intelligence and master data management activities rather than imposing
inconsistent rigor to these initiatives. • A practical and non-threatening
approach can be applied to governing information and promoting
stewardship of data as a cross-organization asset. • Best practices and key
concepts of this non-threatening approach can be communicated effectively
to leverage strengths and address opportunities to improve.
An enterprise can gain differentiating value by aligning its master data
management (MDM) and business process management (BPM) projects.
This way, organizations can optimize their business performance through
agile processes that empower decision makers with the trusted, single
version of information. Many companies deploy MDM strategies as
assurances that enterprise master data can be trusted and used in the
business processes. IBM® InfoSphere® Master Data Management creates
trusted views of data assets and elevates the effectiveness of an
organization's most important business processes and applications. This
IBM Redbooks® publication provides an overview of MDM and BPM. It
examines how you can align them to enable trusted and accurate
information to be used by business processes to optimize business
performance and bring more agility to data stewardship. It also provides
beginning guidance on these patterns and where cross-training efforts
might focus. This book is written for MDM or BPM architects and MDM and
BPM architects. By reading this book, MDM or BPM architects can
understand how to scope joint projects or to provide reasonable estimates of
the effort. BPM developers (or MDM developers with BPM training) can
learn how to design and build MDM creation and consumption use cases by
using the MDM Toolkit for BPM. They can also learn how to import data
governance samples and extend them to enable collaborative stewardship of
master data.
Managing data continues to grow as a necessity for modern organizations.
There are seemingly infinite opportunities for organic growth, reduction of
costs, and creation of new products and services. It has become apparent
that none of these opportunities can happen smoothly without data
governance. The cost of exponential data growth and privacy / security
concerns are becoming burdensome. Organizations will encounter
unexpected consequences in new sources of risk. The solution to these
challenges is also data governance; ensuring balance between risk and
opportunity. Data Governance, Second Edition, is for any executive,
manager or data professional who needs to understand or implement a data
governance program. It is required to ensure consistent, accurate and
reliable data across their organization. This book offers an overview of why
data governance is needed, how to design, initiate, and execute a program
and how to keep the program sustainable. This valuable resource provides
comprehensive guidance to beginning professionals, managers or analysts
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looking to improve their processes, and advanced students in Data
Management and related courses. With the provided framework and case
studies all professionals in the data governance field will gain key insights
into launching successful and money-saving data governance program.
Incorporates industry changes, lessons learned and new approaches
Explores various ways in which data analysts and managers can ensure
consistent, accurate and reliable data across their organizations Includes
new case studies which detail real-world situations Explores all of the
capabilities an organization must adopt to become data driven Provides
guidance on various approaches to data governance, to determine whether
an organization should be low profile, central controlled, agile, or
traditional Provides guidance on using technology and separating vendor
hype from sincere delivery of necessary capabilities Offers readers insights
into how their organizations can improve the value of their data, through
data quality, data strategy and data literacy Provides up to 75% brand-new
content compared to the first edition
The Only Complete Technical Primer for MDM Planners, Architects, and
Implementers Companies moving toward flexible SOA architectures often
face difficult information management and integration challenges. The
master data they rely on is often stored and managed in ways that are
redundant, inconsistent, inaccessible, non-standardized, and poorly
governed. Using Master Data Management (MDM), organizations can regain
control of their master data, improve corresponding business processes, and
maximize its value in SOA environments. Enterprise Master Data
Management provides an authoritative, vendor-independent MDM technical
reference for practitioners: architects, technical analysts, consultants,
solution designers, and senior IT decisionmakers. Written by the IBM® data
management innovators who are pioneering MDM, this book systematically
introduces MDM's key concepts and technical themes, explains its business
case, and illuminates how it interrelates with and enables SOA. Drawing on
their experience with cutting-edge projects, the authors introduce MDM
patterns, blueprints, solutions, and best practices published nowhere
else--everything you need to establish a consistent, manageable set of
master data, and use it for competitive advantage. Coverage includes How
MDM and SOA complement each other Using the MDM Reference
Architecture to position and design MDM solutions within an enterprise
Assessing the value and risks to master data and applying the right security
controls Using PIM-MDM and CDI-MDM Solution Blueprints to address
industry-specific information management challenges Explaining MDM
patterns as enablers to accelerate consistent MDM deployments
Incorporating MDM solutions into existing IT landscapes via MDM
Integration Blueprints Leveraging master data as an enterprise
asset--bringing people, processes, and technology together with MDM and
data governance Best practices in MDM deployment, including data
warehouse and SAP integration
Executing Data Quality Projects
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Theory and Practice
Enterprise Information Management in Practice
Ten Steps to Quality Data and Trusted Information (TM)
Aligning MDM and BPM for Master Data Governance, Stewardship, and
Enterprise Processes
Data Integration Best Practice Techniques and Technologies
Entity Information Life Cycle for Big Data walks you through the ins and
outs of managing entity information so you can successfully achieve
master data management (MDM) in the era of big data. This book
explains big data’s impact on MDM and the critical role of entity
information management system (EIMS) in successful MDM. Expert
authors Dr. John R. Talburt and Dr. Yinle Zhou provide a thorough
background in the principles of managing the entity information life cycle
and provide practical tips and techniques for implementing an EIMS,
strategies for exploiting distributed processing to handle big data for
EIMS, and examples from real applications. Additional material on the
theory of EIIM and methods for assessing and evaluating EIMS
performance also make this book appropriate for use as a textbook in
courses on entity and identity management, data management, customer
relationship management (CRM), and related topics. Explains the
business value and impact of entity information management system
(EIMS) and directly addresses the problem of EIMS design and operation,
a critical issue organizations face when implementing MDM systems
Offers practical guidance to help you design and build an EIM system that
will successfully handle big data Details how to measure and evaluate
entity integrity in MDM systems and explains the principles and
processes that comprise EIM Provides an understanding of features and
functions an EIM system should have that will assist in evaluating
commercial EIM systems Includes chapter review questions, exercises,
tips, and free downloads of demonstrations that use the OYSTER open
source EIM system Executable code (Java .jar files), control scripts, and
synthetic input data illustrate various aspects of CSRUD life cycle such as
identity capture, identity update, and assertions
In this book, authors Dalton Cervo and Mark Allen show you how to
implement Master Data Management (MDM) within your business model
to create a more quality controlled approach. Focusing on techniques
that can improve data quality management, lower data maintenance
costs, reduce corporate and compliance risks, and drive increased
efficiency in customer data management practices, the book will guide
you in successfully managing and maintaining your customer master
data. You'll find the expert guidance you need, complete with tables,
graphs, and charts, in planning, implementing, and managing MDM.
As data management and integration continue to evolve rapidly, storing
all your data in one place, such as a data warehouse, is no longer
scalable. In the very near future, data will need to be distributed and
available for several technological solutions. With this practical book,
you’ll learnhow to migrate your enterprise from a complex and tightly
coupled data landscape to a more flexible architecture ready for the
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modern world of data consumption. Executives, data architects, analytics
teams, and compliance and governance staff will learn how to build a
modern scalable data landscape using the Scaled Architecture, which you
can introduce incrementally without a large upfront investment. Author
Piethein Strengholt provides blueprints, principles, observations, best
practices, and patterns to get you up to speed. Examine data
management trends, including technological developments, regulatory
requirements, and privacy concerns Go deep into the Scaled Architecture
and learn how the pieces fit together Explore data governance and data
security, master data management, self-service data marketplaces, and
the importance of metadata
Written by a leading expert in the field, this account focuses on the
convergence of two major trends in information management—big data
and information governance—by taking a strategic approach oriented
around business cases and industry imperatives. With the advent of new
technologies, enterprises are expanding and handling very large volumes
of data; this book, nontechnical in nature and geared toward business
audiences, encourages the practice of establishing appropriate
governance over big data initiatives and addresses how to manage and
govern big data, highlighting the relevant processes, procedures, and
policies. It teaches readers to understand how big data fits within an
overall information governance program; quantify the business value of
big data; apply information governance concepts such as stewardship,
metadata, and organization structures to big data; appreciate the wideranging business benefits for various industries and job functions; sell
the value of big data governance to businesses; and establish step-bystep processes to implement big data governance.
Master Data Management in Practice
Data Management at Scale
The DAMA Dictionary of Data Management
DAMA-DMBOK
Smarter Modeling of IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management Solutions
Master Data Management
How to Design, Deploy, and Sustain an Effective Data Governance
Program
The Practitioner's Guide to Data Quality Improvement offers a comprehensive look at
data quality for business and IT, encompassing people, process, and technology. It
shares the fundamentals for understanding the impacts of poor data quality, and
guides practitioners and managers alike in socializing, gaining sponsorship for,
planning, and establishing a data quality program. It demonstrates how to institute and
run a data quality program, from first thoughts and justifications to maintenance and
ongoing metrics. It includes an in-depth look at the use of data quality tools, including
business case templates, and tools for analysis, reporting, and strategic planning. This
book is recommended for data management practitioners, including database analysts,
information analysts, data administrators, data architects, enterprise architects, data
warehouse engineers, and systems analysts, and their managers. Offers a
comprehensive look at data quality for business and IT, encompassing people,
process, and technology. Shows how to institute and run a data quality program, from
first thoughts and justifications to maintenance and ongoing metrics. Includes an indepth look at the use of data quality tools, including business case templates, and
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tools for analysis, reporting, and strategic planning.
A glossary of over 2,000 terms which provides a common data management vocabulary
for IT and Business professionals, and is a companion to the DAMA Data Management
Body of Knowledge (DAMA-DMBOK). This glossary is a physical book – it also comes
in electronic format as a CD-ROM (see ISBN 9781935504115). Topics include: •
Analytics & Data Mining • Architecture • Artificial Intelligence • Business Analysis •
DAMA & Professional Development • Databases & Database Design • Database
Administration • Data Governance & Stewardship • Data Management • Data Modeling •
Data Movement & Integration • Data Quality Management • Data Security Management •
Data Warehousing & Business Intelligence • Document, Record & Content Management
• Finance & Accounting • Geospatial Data • Knowledge Management • Marketing &
Customer Relationship Management • Meta Data Management • Multi-dimensional &
OLAP • Normalization • Object-Orientation • Parallel Database Processing • Planning •
Process Management • Project Management • Reference & Master Data Management •
Semantic Modeling • Software Development • Standards Organizations • Structured
Query Language (SQL) • XML Development
This IBM® Redbooks® publication presents a development approach for master data
management projects, and in particular, those projects based on IBM InfoSphere®
MDM Server. The target audience for this book includes Enterprise Architects,
Information, Integration and Solution Architects and Designers, Developers, and
Product Managers. Master data management combines a set of processes and tools
that defines and manages the non-transactional data entities of an organization. Master
data management can provide processes for collecting, consolidating, persisting, and
distributing this data throughout an organization. IBM InfoSphere Master Data
Management Server creates trusted views of master data that can improve applications
and business processes. You can use it to gain control over business information by
managing and maintaining a complete and accurate view of master data. You also can
use InfoSphere MDM Server to extract maximum value from master data by
centralizing multiple data domains. InfoSphere MDM Server provides a comprehensive
set of prebuilt business services that support a full range of master data management
functionality.
Managing Data in Motion describes techniques that have been developed for
significantly reducing the complexity of managing system interfaces and enabling
scalable architectures. Author April Reeve brings over two decades of experience to
present a vendor-neutral approach to moving data between computing environments
and systems. Readers will learn the techniques, technologies, and best practices for
managing the passage of data between computer systems and integrating disparate
data together in an enterprise environment. The average enterprise's computing
environment is comprised of hundreds to thousands computer systems that have been
built, purchased, and acquired over time. The data from these various systems needs
to be integrated for reporting and analysis, shared for business transaction
processing, and converted from one format to another when old systems are replaced
and new systems are acquired. The management of the "data in motion" in
organizations is rapidly becoming one of the biggest concerns for business and IT
management. Data warehousing and conversion, real-time data integration, and cloud
and "big data" applications are just a few of the challenges facing organizations and
businesses today. Managing Data in Motion tackles these and other topics in a style
easily understood by business and IT managers as well as programmers and
architects. Presents a vendor-neutral overview of the different technologies and
techniques for moving data between computer systems including the emerging
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solutions for unstructured as well as structured data types Explains, in non-technical
terms, the architecture and components required to perform data integration Describes
how to reduce the complexity of managing system interfaces and enable a scalable
data architecture that can handle the dimensions of "Big Data"
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#
Python for Everybody
A Practical Guide to Managing Reference Data with IBM InfoSphere Master Data
Management Reference Data Management Hub
Exploring Data in Python 3
Data Management Body of Knowledge
Business Intelligence
The Bulgarian C# Book
Managing information within the enterprise has always been a vital and
important task to support the day-to-day business operations and to
enable analysis of that data for decision making to better manage and
grow the business for improved profitability. To do all that, clearly
the data must be accurate and organized so it is accessible and
understandable to all who need it. That task has grown in importance
as the volume of enterprise data has been growing significantly
(analyst estimates of 40 - 50% growth per year are not uncommon) over
the years. However, most of that data has been what we call
"structured" data, which is the type that can fit neatly into rows and
columns and be more easily analyzed. Now we are in the era of "big
data." This significantly increases the volume of data available, but
it is in a form called "unstructured" data. That is, data from sources
that are not as easily organized, such as data from emails,
spreadsheets, sensors, video, audio, and social media sites. There is
valuable information in all that data but it calls for new processes
to enable it to be analyzed. All this has brought with it a renewed
and critical need to manage and organize that data with clarity of
meaning, understandability, and interoperability. That is, you must be
able to integrate this data when it is from within an enterprise but
also importantly when it is from many different external sources. What
is described here has been and is being done to varying extents. It is
called "information governance." Governing this information however
has proven to be challenging. But without governance, much of the data
can be less useful and perhaps even used incorrectly, significantly
impacting enterprise decision making. So we must also respect the
needs for information security, consistency, and validity or else
suffer the potential economic and legal consequences. Implementing
sound governance practices needs to be an integral part of the
information control in our organizations. This IBM® Redbooks®
publication focuses on the building blocks of a solid governance
program. It examines some familiar governance initiative scenarios,
identifying how they underpin key governance initiatives, such as
Master Data Management, Quality Management, Security and Privacy, and
Information Lifecycle Management. IBM Information Management and
Governance solutions provide a comprehensive suite to help
organizations better understand and build their governance solutions.
The book also identifies new and innovative approaches that are
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developed by IBM practice leaders that can help as you implement the
foundation capabilities in your organizations.
What’s the Return on Investment (ROI) on data management? Sound like
an impossible question to answer? Not if you read this book and learn
the value-added approach to managing enterprise resources and assets.
This book defines the five interrelated best practices that comprise
data management, and shows you how by example to successfully
communicate data management ROI to senior management. The 17 cases we
share will help you to identify opportunities to introduce data
management into the strategic conversations that occur in the C-suite.
You will gain a new perspective regarding the stewardship of your data
assets and insulate your operations from the chaos, losses and risks
that result from traditional approaches to technological projects. And
you will learn how to protect yourself from legal challenges resulting
from outsourced information technology projects gone badly due to
incorrect project sequencing and focus. With the emerging acceptance
and adoption of revised performance standards, your organization will
be better prepared to face the coming big data deluge! The book
contains four chapters: • Chapter 1 gives a somewhat unique
perspective to the practice of leveraging data. We describe the
motivations and delineate the specific challenges preventing most
organizations from making substantial progress in this area. • Chapter
2 presents 11 cases where leveraging data has produced positive
financial results that can be presented in language of immediate
interest to C-level executives. To the degree possible, we have
quantified the effect that data management has had in terms that will
be meaningful to them also. • Chapter 3 describes five instances taken
from the authors' experiences with various governmental defense
departments. The lessons in this section however can be equally
applied to many non-profit and non-defense governmental organizations.
• Chapter 4 speaks specifically to the interaction of data management
practices, in terms of both information technology projects and legal
responsibilities. Reading it can help your organization avoid a number
of perils, stay out of court and better vet contractors, experts and
other helpers who play a role in organization information technology
development. From John Bottega Foreword: Data is the new currency.
Yes, an expression that is being used quite a bit of late, but it is
very relevant in discussing the importance of data and the
methodologies by which we manage it. And like any currency, how we
manage it determines its true value. Like any currency, it can be
managed wisely, or it can be managed foolishly. It can be put to good
use, or it can be squandered away. The question is – what factors
determine the path that we take? How do we properly manage this asset
and realize its full value and potential? In Monetizing Data
Management, Peter and Juanita explore the question of how to
understand and place tangible value on data and data management. They
explore this question through a series of examples and real-world use
cases to exemplify how the true value of data can be realized. They
show how bringing together business and technology, and applying a
data-centric forensic approach can turn massive amounts of data into
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the tools needed to improve business processes, reduce costs, and
better serve the customer. Data monetization is not about turning data
into money. Instead, it’s about taking information and turning it into
opportunity. It’s about the need to understand the real meaning of
data in order to extract value from it. And it’s about achieving this
objective through a partnership with business and technology. In
Monetizing Data Management, the authors demonstrate how true value can
be realized from our data through improved data centric approaches.
Is governance established for MDM processes? What business process
metrics are adopted in you process? What data domains are important in
your process? Are metrics defined and measured, day to day, for MDM
process improvement? How will data be retrieved from the system?
Defining, designing, creating, and implementing a process to solve a
challenge or meet an objective is the most valuable role... In EVERY
group, company, organization and department. Unless you are talking a
one-time, single-use project, there should be a process. Whether that
process is managed and implemented by humans, AI, or a combination of
the two, it needs to be designed by someone with a complex enough
perspective to ask the right questions. Someone capable of asking the
right questions and step back and say, 'What are we really trying to
accomplish here? And is there a different way to look at it?' This
Self-Assessment empowers people to do just that - whether their title
is entrepreneur, manager, consultant, (Vice-)President, CxO etc... they are the people who rule the future. They are the person who asks
the right questions to make Master Data Management Mdm investments
work better. This Master Data Management Mdm All-Inclusive SelfAssessment enables You to be that person. All the tools you need to an
in-depth Master Data Management Mdm Self-Assessment. Featuring 949 new
and updated case-based questions, organized into seven core areas of
process design, this Self-Assessment will help you identify areas in
which Master Data Management Mdm improvements can be made. In using
the questions you will be better able to: - diagnose Master Data
Management Mdm projects, initiatives, organizations, businesses and
processes using accepted diagnostic standards and practices implement evidence-based best practice strategies aligned with overall
goals - integrate recent advances in Master Data Management Mdm and
process design strategies into practice according to best practice
guidelines Using a Self-Assessment tool known as the Master Data
Management Mdm Scorecard, you will develop a clear picture of which
Master Data Management Mdm areas need attention. Your purchase
includes access details to the Master Data Management Mdm selfassessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically
prioritized projects-ready tool and shows your organization exactly
what to do next. You will receive the following contents with New and
Updated specific criteria: - The latest quick edition of the book in
PDF - The latest complete edition of the book in PDF, which criteria
correspond to the criteria in... - The Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard
- Example pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get familiar
with results generation - In-depth and specific Master Data Management
Mdm Checklists - Project management checklists and templates to assist
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with implementation INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every
self assessment comes with Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free Updated
Books. Lifetime Updates is an industry-first feature which allows you
to receive verified self assessment updates, ensuring you always have
the most accurate information at your fingertips.
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a
comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches programming,
logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and
high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It starts with the
first steps in programming and software development like variables,
data types, conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues
with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and
string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics
this fundamental programming book enters into more advanced
programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hashtables and graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring,
object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation
and polymorphism) and their implementation the C# language. It also
covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like
algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The
book uses C# language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming
concepts and explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda
expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team
of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical
software development experience. It teaches the major programming
concepts and way of thinking needed to become a good software engineer
and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone
who wants to become a skillful software engineer. The books does not
teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but
shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of
the languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and
intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful
career in the software engineering industry. The book is accompanied
by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as
hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C#
programming book, videos, presentations and other resources from
http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN:
9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10:
954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132
Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber Publishing,
Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CCAttribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book, computer
programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#,
CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts,
programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console,
conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays, numeral
systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions,
exception handling, stack trace, streams, files, text files, linear
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data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree,
graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS,
dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms,
sorting algorithm, searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial
algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming,
classes, objects, constructors, fields, properties, static members,
abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods,
polymorphism, cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces,
UML, design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda
expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality
classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code,
code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving methodology,
9789544007737, 9544007733
Enterprise Data Governance
Finding the Value in your Organization's Most Important Asset
Balancing theory and practice
Monetizing Data Management
Master Data Management and Information Integration
IBM Information Governance Solutions
Performance Dashboards

Information Management: Gaining a Competitive Advantage with Data is about making
smart decisions to make the most of company information. Expert author William
McKnight develops the value proposition for information in the enterprise and succinctly
outlines the numerous forms of data storage. Information Management will enlighten
you, challenge your preconceived notions, and help activate information in the
enterprise. Get the big picture on managing data so that your team can make smart
decisions by understanding how everything from workload allocation to data stores fits
together. The practical, hands-on guidance in this book includes: Part 1: The
importance of information management and analytics to business, and how data
warehouses are used Part 2: The technologies and data that advance an organization,
and extend data warehouses and related functionality Part 3: Big Data and NoSQL, and
how technologies like Hadoop enable management of new forms of data Part 4: Pulls it
all together, while addressing topics of agile development, modern business
intelligence, and organizational change management Read the book cover-to-cover, or
keep it within reach for a quick and useful resource. Either way, this book will enable
you to master all of the possibilities for data or the broadest view across the enterprise.
Balances business and technology, with non-product-specific technical detail Shows
how to leverage data to deliver ROI for a business Engaging and approachable, with
practical advice on the pros and cons of each domain, so that you learn how
information fits together into a complete architecture Provides a path for the data
warehouse professional into the new normal of heterogeneity, including NoSQL
solutions
Introductory, theory-practice balanced text teaching the fundamentals of databases to
advanced undergraduates or graduate students in information systems or computer
science.
Defining a set of guiding principles for data management and describing how these
principles can be applied within data management functional areas; Providing a
functional framework for the implementation of enterprise data management practices;
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including widely adopted practices, methods and techniques, functions, roles,
deliverables and metrics; Establishing a common vocabulary for data management
concepts and serving as the basis for best practices for data management
professionals. DAMA-DMBOK2 provides data management and IT professionals,
executives, knowledge workers, educators, and researchers with a framework to
manage their data and mature their information infrastructure, based on these
principles: Data is an asset with unique properties; The value of data can be and should
be expressed in economic terms; Managing data means managing the quality of data; It
takes metadata to manage data; It takes planning to manage data; Data management
is cross-functional and requires a range of skills and expertise; Data management
requires an enterprise perspective; Data management must account for a range of
perspectives; Data management is data lifecycle management; Different types of data
have different lifecycle requirements; Managing data includes managing risks
associated with data; Data management requirements must drive information
technology decisions; Effective data management requires leadership commitment.
IBM® InfoSphere® Master Data Management Reference Data Management Hub
(InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub) is designed as a ready-to-run application that provides
the governance, process, security, and audit control for managing reference data as an
enterprise standard, resulting in fewer errors, reduced business risk and cost savings.
This IBM Redbooks® publication describes where InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub fits
into information management reference architecture. It explains the end-to-end process
of an InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub implementation including the considerations of
planning a reference data management project, requirements gathering and analysis,
model design in detail, and integration considerations and scenarios. It then shows
implementation examples and the ongoing administration tasks. This publication can
help IT professionals who are interested or have a need to manage reference data
efficiently and implement an InfoSphere MDM Ref DM Hub solution with ease.
Information Management
Managing Data and Leveraging Profits in Today's Complex Business Environment
An Emerging Imperative
The Comprehensive Guide to SAP MDG
Multi-Domain Master Data Management
Reaching a Single Version of the Truth
An SOA Approach to Managing Core Information

Python for Everybody is designed to introduce students to programming and software
development through the lens of exploring data. You can think of the Python
programming language as your tool to solve data problems that are beyond the capability
of a spreadsheet.Python is an easy to use and easy to learn programming language that is
freely available on Macintosh, Windows, or Linux computers. So once you learn Python
you can use it for the rest of your career without needing to purchase any software.This
book uses the Python 3 language. The earlier Python 2 version of this book is titled
"Python for Informatics: Exploring Information".There are free downloadable electronic
copies of this book in various formats and supporting materials for the book at
www.pythonlearn.com. The course materials are available to you under a Creative
Commons License so you can adapt them to teach your own Python course.
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PMBOK&® Guide is the go-to resource for project management practitioners. The
project management profession has significantly evolved due to emerging technology,
new approaches and rapid market changes. Reflecting this evolution, The Standard for
Project Management enumerates 12 principles of project management and the
PMBOK&® Guide &– Seventh Edition is structured around eight project performance
domains.This edition is designed to address practitioners' current and future needs and to
help them be more proactive, innovative and nimble in enabling desired project
outcomes.This edition of the PMBOK&® Guide:•Reflects the full range of development
approaches (predictive, adaptive, hybrid, etc.);•Provides an entire section devoted to
tailoring the development approach and processes;•Includes an expanded list of models,
methods, and artifacts;•Focuses on not just delivering project outputs but also enabling
outcomes; and• Integrates with PMIstandards+™ for information and standards
application content based on project type, development approach, and industry sector.
In an increasingly digital economy, mastering the quality of data is an increasingly vital
yet still, in most organizations, a considerable task. The necessity of better governance
and reinforcement of international rules and regulatory or oversight structures (Sarbanes
Oxley, Basel II, Solvency II, IAS-IFRS, etc.) imposes on enterprises the need for greater
transparency and better traceability of their data. All the stakeholders in a company have
a role to play and great benefit to derive from the overall goals here, but will invariably
turn towards their IT department in search of the answers. However, the majority of IT
systems that have been developed within businesses are overly complex, badly adapted,
and in many cases obsolete; these systems have often become a source of data or process
fragility for the business. It is in this context that the management of ‘reference and
master data’ or Master Data Management (MDM) and semantic modeling can intervene
in order to straighten out the management of data in a forward-looking and sustainable
manner. This book shows how company executives and IT managers can take these new
challenges, as well as the advantages of using reference and master data management,
into account in answering questions such as: Which data governance functions are
available? How can IT be better aligned with business regulations? What is the return on
investment? How can we assess intangible IT assets and data? What are the principles of
semantic modeling? What is the MDM technical architecture? In these ways they will be
better able to deliver on their responsibilities to their organizations, and position them for
growth and robust data management and integrity in the future.
Making the case for an effective information governance program as an enterprise asset
Non-Invasive Data Governance
Enterprise Master Data Management (Paperback)
Strategies for Gaining a Competitive Advantage with Data
Customer Data Integration
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Data Management: a gentle introduction
MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA GOVERNANCE, 2/E
Multi-Domain Master Data Management delivers practical guidance and specific
instruction to help guide planners and practitioners through the challenges of a multiPage 14/20
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domain master data management (MDM) implementation. Written in a business friendly
style with sufficient program planning guidance, this book covers a comprehensive set of
topics and advanced strategies centered on the key MDM disciplines of Data Governance,
Data Stewardship, Data Quality Management, Metadata Management, and Data
Integration.
The overall objective of this book is to show that data management is an exciting and
valuable capability that is worth time and effort. More specifically it aims to achieve the
following goals: 1. To give a “gentle” introduction to the field of DM by explaining and
illustrating its core concepts, based on a mix of theory, practical frameworks such as
TOGAF, ArchiMate, and DMBOK, as well as results from real-world assignments. 2. To
offer guidance on how to build an effective DM capability in an organization.This is
illustrated by various use cases, linked to the previously mentioned theoretical exploration
as well as the stories of practitioners in the field. The primary target groups are: busy
professionals who “are actively involved with managing data”. The book is also aimed at
(Bachelor’s/ Master’s) students with an interest in data management. The book is industryagnostic and should be applicable in different industries such as government, finance,
telecommunications etc. Typical roles for which this book is intended: data governance
office/ council, data owners, data stewards, people involved with data governance (data
governance board), enterprise architects, data architects, process managers, business
analysts and IT analysts. The book is divided into three main parts: theory, practice, and
closing remarks. Furthermore, the chapters are as short and to the point as possible and
also make a clear distinction between the main text and the examples. If the reader is
already familiar with the topic of a chapter, he/she can easily skip it and move on to the
next.
The key to a successful MDM initiative isn’t technology or methods, it’s people: the
stakeholders in the organization and their complex ownership of the data that the initiative
will affect. Master Data Management equips you with a deeply practical, business-focused
way of thinking about MDM—an understanding that will greatly enhance your ability to
communicate with stakeholders and win their support. Moreover, it will help you deserve
their support: you’ll master all the details involved in planning and executing an MDM
project that leads to measurable improvements in business productivity and effectiveness.
* Presents a comprehensive roadmap that you can adapt to any MDM project. *
Emphasizes the critical goal of maintaining and improving data quality. * Provides
guidelines for determining which data to “master. * Examines special issues relating to
master data metadata. * Considers a range of MDM architectural styles. * Covers the
synchronization of master data across the application infrastructure.
Working on Requirements for a Master Data Management solution and looking for
thoughts on how to approach the requirements? The focus of this guide is to highlight a
proven approach for requirements gathering and documentation for Master Data
Management solutions. Requirements gathering and documentation activities are similar,
regardless of the type of project. What differs is the approach, the emphasis of specific
activities, and the content of work products. MDM projects do not come along often; this
guide can serve as a roadmap for how to approach requirements for an MDM solution. The
guide begins with a brief overview of Master Data Management. The guide then steps
through the requirements activities and work products for each Solution Development
Lifecycle phase. The requirements work products are described, along with an example of
each work product. Below is a summary of the phases and primary work products
produced: - Alignment: where the Business Requirements, including solution Features are
defined - Solution Scoping: where the Solution Requirements, including Information
Requirements, Business Rules, and Epics (Functions), are defined - Functional
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Requirements: where a given Epic (Function) is elaborated on, including inputs, outputs,
data updates, business rules, an activity diagram, and associated User Stories - User
Stories: where Acceptance Criteria is defined Keys to success are identified for the various
phases. In addition, for Solution Scoping, there is a section which focuses on how to
approach, plan, and track Solution Scoping. Finally, there is an overview of Change
Management and Traceability. The Guide contains 44 illustrations, 32 of which are
examples of work products. It includes many visual work products, which help to ensure a
consistent understanding of the solution. The guide assumes some familiarity with
requirements gathering techniques and work products; it does not focus on techniques.
The guide demonstrates how to structure the various requirements activities, to
successfully gather and document requirements for an MDM solution. The guide also does
not focus on formulating an MDM Business Case, MDM Architecture, or technical system
requirements. The guide is intended to assist requirements analysts in formulating an
approach for how to gather and document requirements for a Master Data Management
solution.
Requirements for an Mdm Solution
Product Information Management
Entity Information Life Cycle for Big Data
The Practical Guide to Storing, Managing and Analyzing Big and Small Data
Master Data Management a Complete Guide - 2019 Edition
Data Governance
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Seventh
Edition and The Standard for Project Management (RUSSIAN)
Can you list the specific data elements? How safe are your data? Is there a Social
Media and Internet Use Policy in your organization? Master data has been around a
long time, why do you now need MDM Systems to manage this kind of information?
How do you view the technical/operational drivers for data management practices
associated with customer-facing applications? Defining, designing, creating, and
implementing a process to solve a challenge or meet an objective is the most
valuable role... In EVERY group, company, organization and department. Unless
you are talking a one-time, single-use project, there should be a process. Whether
that process is managed and implemented by humans, AI, or a combination of the
two, it needs to be designed by someone with a complex enough perspective to
ask the right questions. Someone capable of asking the right questions and step
back and say, 'What are we really trying to accomplish here? And is there a
different way to look at it?' This Self-Assessment empowers people to do just that whether their title is entrepreneur, manager, consultant, (Vice-)President, CxO
etc... - they are the people who rule the future. They are the person who asks the
right questions to make Master data management investments work better. This
Master data management All-Inclusive Self-Assessment enables You to be that
person. All the tools you need to an in-depth Master data management SelfAssessment. Featuring 927 new and updated case-based questions, organized into
seven core areas of process design, this Self-Assessment will help you identify
areas in which Master data management improvements can be made. In using the
questions you will be better able to: - diagnose Master data management projects,
initiatives, organizations, businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic
standards and practices - implement evidence-based best practice strategies
aligned with overall goals - integrate recent advances in Master data management
and process design strategies into practice according to best practice guidelines
Using a Self-Assessment tool known as the Master data management Scorecard,
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you will develop a clear picture of which Master data management areas need
attention. Your purchase includes access details to the Master data management
self-assessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically prioritized
projects-ready tool and shows your organization exactly what to do next. You will
receive the following contents with New and Updated specific criteria: - The latest
quick edition of the book in PDF - The latest complete edition of the book in PDF,
which criteria correspond to the criteria in... - The Self-Assessment Excel
Dashboard - Example pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get familiar
with results generation - In-depth and specific Master data management Checklists
- Project management checklists and templates to assist with implementation
INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every self assessment comes
with Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime Updates is an
industry-first feature which allows you to receive verified self assessment updates,
ensuring you always have the most accurate information at your fingertips.
Forget the 10,000 hour rule— what if it’s possible to learn the basics of any new
skill in 20 hours or less? Take a moment to consider how many things you want to
learn to do. What’s on your list? What’s holding you back from getting started? Are
you worried about the time and effort it takes to acquire new skills—time you don’t
have and effort you can’t spare? Research suggests it takes 10,000 hours to
develop a new skill. In this nonstop world when will you ever find that much time
and energy? To make matters worse, the early hours of practicing something new
are always the most frustrating. That’s why it’s difficult to learn how to speak a
new language, play an instrument, hit a golf ball, or shoot great photos. It’s so
much easier to watch TV or surf the web . . . In The First 20 Hours, Josh Kaufman
offers a systematic approach to rapid skill acquisition— how to learn any new skill
as quickly as possible. His method shows you how to deconstruct complex skills,
maximize productive practice, and remove common learning barriers. By completing just 20 hours of focused, deliberate practice you’ll go from knowing absolutely
nothing to performing noticeably well. Kaufman personally field-tested the methods in this book. You’ll have a front row seat as he develops a personal yoga
practice, writes his own web-based computer programs, teaches himself to touch
type on a nonstandard keyboard, explores the oldest and most complex board
game in history, picks up the ukulele, and learns how to windsurf. Here are a few of
the simple techniques he teaches: Define your target performance level: Figure out
what your desired level of skill looks like, what you’re trying to achieve, and what
you’ll be able to do when you’re done. The more specific, the better. Deconstruct
the skill: Most of the things we think of as skills are actually bundles of smaller
subskills. If you break down the subcomponents, it’s easier to figure out which
ones are most important and practice those first. Eliminate barriers to practice:
Removing common distractions and unnecessary effort makes it much easier to sit
down and focus on deliberate practice. Create fast feedback loops: Getting accurate, real-time information about how well you’re performing during practice
makes it much easier to improve. Whether you want to paint a portrait, launch a
start-up, fly an airplane, or juggle flaming chainsaws, The First 20 Hours will help
you pick up the basics of any skill in record time . . . and have more fun along the
way.
Executing Data Quality Projects, Second Edition presents a structured yet flexible
approach for creating, improving, sustaining and managing the quality of data and
information within any organization. Studies show that data quality problems are
costing businesses billions of dollars each year, with poor data linked to waste and
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inefficiency, damaged credibility among customers and suppliers, and an
organizational inability to make sound decisions. Help is here! This book describes
a proven Ten Step approach that combines a conceptual framework for
understanding information quality with techniques, tools, and instructions for
practically putting the approach to work – with the end result of high-quality
trusted data and information, so critical to today’s data-dependent organizations.
The Ten Steps approach applies to all types of data and all types of organizations –
for-profit in any industry, non-profit, government, education, healthcare, science,
research, and medicine. This book includes numerous templates, detailed
examples, and practical advice for executing every step. At the same time, readers
are advised on how to select relevant steps and apply them in different ways to
best address the many situations they will face. The layout allows for quick
reference with an easy-to-use format highlighting key concepts and definitions,
important checkpoints, communication activities, best practices, and warnings. The
experience of actual clients and users of the Ten Steps provide real examples of
outputs for the steps plus highlighted, sidebar case studies called Ten Steps in
Action. This book uses projects as the vehicle for data quality work and the word
broadly to include: 1) focused data quality improvement projects, such as
improving data used in supply chain management, 2) data quality activities in
other projects such as building new applications and migrating data from legacy
systems, integrating data because of mergers and acquisitions, or untangling data
due to organizational breakups, and 3) ad hoc use of data quality steps,
techniques, or activities in the course of daily work. The Ten Steps approach can
also be used to enrich an organization’s standard SDLC (whether sequential or
Agile) and it complements general improvement methodologies such as six sigma
or lean. No two data quality projects are the same but the flexible nature of the
Ten Steps means the methodology can be applied to all. The new Second Edition
highlights topics such as artificial intelligence and machine learning, Internet of
Things, security and privacy, analytics, legal and regulatory requirements, data
science, big data, data lakes, and cloud computing, among others, to show their
dependence on data and information and why data quality is more relevant and
critical now than ever before. Includes concrete instructions, numerous templates,
and practical advice for executing every step of The Ten Steps approach Contains
real examples from around the world, gleaned from the author’s consulting
practice and from those who implemented based on her training courses and the
earlier edition of the book Allows for quick reference with an easy-to-use format
highlighting key concepts and definitions, important checkpoints, communication
activities, and best practices A companion Web site includes links to numerous
data quality resources, including many of the templates featured in the text, quick
summaries of key ideas from the Ten Steps methodology, and other tools and
information that are available online
Learn how to form and execute an enterprise information strategy: topics include
data governance strategy, data architecture strategy, information security
strategy, big data strategy, and cloud strategy. Manage information like a pro, to
achieve much better financial results for the enterprise, more efficient processes,
and multiple advantages over competitors. As you’ll discover in Enterprise
Information Management in Practice, EIM deals with both structured data (e.g.
sales data and customer data) as well as unstructured data (like customer
satisfaction forms, emails, documents, social network sentiments, and so forth).
With the deluge of information that enterprises face given their global operations
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and complex business models, as well as the advent of big data technology, it is
not surprising that making sense of the large piles of data is of paramount
importance. Enterprises must therefore put much greater emphasis on managing
and monetizing both structured and unstructured data. As Saumya Chaki—an
information management expert and consultant with IBM—explains in Enterprise
Information Management in Practice, it is now more important than ever before to
have an enterprise information strategy that covers the entire life cycle of
information and its consumption while providing security controls. With Fortune
100 consultant Saumya Chaki as your guide, Enterprise Information Management
in Practice covers each of these and the other pillars of EIM in depth, which provide
readers with a comprehensive view of the building blocks for EIM. Enterprises
today deal with complex business environments where information demands take
place in real time, are complex, and often serve as the differentiator among
competitors. The effective management of information is thus crucial in managing
enterprises. EIM has evolved as a specialized discipline in the business intelligence
and enterprise data warehousing space to address the complex needs of
information processing and delivery—and to ensure the enterprise is making the
most of its information assets.
Achieving True Customer MDM
Big Data Governance
Selling Information Governance to the Business
The Savvy Manager's Guide
Best Practices by Industry and Job Function
Reference and Master Data Management Semantic Modeling
Principles of Database Management

Multi-Domain Master Data Management delivers practical guidance and specific
instruction to help guide planners and practitioners through the challenges of a
multi-domain master data management (MDM) implementation. Authors Mark
Allen and Dalton Cervo bring their expertise to you in the only reference you
need to help your organization take master data management to the next level by
incorporating it across multiple domains. Written in a business friendly style with
sufficient program planning guidance, this book covers a comprehensive set of
topics and advanced strategies centered on the key MDM disciplines of Data
Governance, Data Stewardship, Data Quality Management, Metadata
Management, and Data Integration. Provides a logical order toward planning,
implementation, and ongoing management of multi-domain MDM from a program
manager and data steward perspective. Provides detailed guidance, examples
and illustrations for MDM practitioners to apply these insights to their strategies,
plans, and processes. Covers advanced MDM strategy and instruction aimed at
improving data quality management, lowering data maintenance costs, and
reducing corporate risks by applying consistent enterprise-wide practices for the
management and control of master data.
The latest techniques for building a customer-focused enterprise environment
"The authors have appreciated that MDM is a complex multidimensional area,
and have set out to cover each of these dimensions in sufficient detail to provide
adequate practical guidance to anyone implementing MDM. While this
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necessarily makes the book rather long, it means that the authors achieve a
comprehensive treatment of MDM that is lacking in previous works." -- Malcolm
Chisholm, Ph.D., President, AskGet.com Consulting, Inc. Regain control of your
master data and maintain a master-entity-centric enterprise data framework using
the detailed information in this authoritative guide. Master Data Management and
Data Governance, Second Edition provides up-to-date coverage of the most
current architecture and technology views and system development and
management methods. Discover how to construct an MDM business case and
roadmap, build accurate models, deploy data hubs, and implement layered
security policies. Legacy system integration, cross-industry challenges, and
regulatory compliance are also covered in this comprehensive volume. Plan and
implement enterprise-scale MDM and Data Governance solutions Develop
master data model Identify, match, and link master records for various domains
through entity resolution Improve efficiency and maximize integration using SOA
and Web services Ensure compliance with local, state, federal, and international
regulations Handle security using authentication, authorization, roles,
entitlements, and encryption Defend against identity theft, data compromise,
spyware attack, and worm infection Synchronize components and test data
quality and system performance
Product Information Management is the latest topic that companies across the
world are deliberating upon. As companies sell online, they are confronted with
the fact that not all information necessary to sell their products is available.
Where marketing, sales and finance have been core processes of the corporate
world for a long time, PIM is a new business process with its own unique
implementation and management challenges. The book describes the core PIM
processes; their strategic, tactical and operational benefits and implementation
challenges. The book has been written for managers, business users as well as
students, and illustrates the different concepts with practical cases from
companies like Coca Cola, Nikon and Thomas Cook.
SAP master data governance - overview -- Data modeling -- Overview -- Data
migration
Advanced MDM and Data Governance in Practice
A Proven Approach for How to Gather, Document, and Manage Requirements for
a Master Data Management Solution from Inception Through Implementation
The First 20 Hours
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